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ABSTRACT: Controlling light with a thin flat device is highly desirable in
modern optics. A particular prospect in this area is a metasurface that
independently shows distinct functionalities for different kinds of incoming
waves. However, to date this is mostly achieved on anisotropic metasurfaces
based on different propagation phases under two orthogonal linear polar-
izations. On the other hand, achieving multifunctionality for the two circularly
polarized (CP) waves is very important in view of the growing significance of
spin photonics. However, achieving completely decoupled optical functions for
different photon spins is very challenging and remains elusive. Available
attempts were only confined to locked spin-flipped phase profile to achieve
opposite vortex modes, converged/diverged focusing, and interchanged
holographic images. Here, we propose a general strategy to break this
limitation by involving hybrid geometric and propagation phases with extremely
low polarization cross-talk (an order of magnitude suppression). We experimentally demonstrate our scheme with two versatile
CP bifunctional devices operating at microwaves. Besides, the possible applications have been illustrated from the perspective of
stealth and information entropy by imposing dual irregular phase patterns in two completely decoupled helicity channels. The
finding in this study is expected to trigger great interest in electromagnetic/optical integration and complex electromagnetic
wave manipulations with a new degree of freedom.
KEYWORDS: anisotropic metasurface, helicity control, bifunctional devices, polarization cross-talk, geometric phase

Independent wavefront control integrated into one single
plate under two arbitrary orthogonal polarization states is

crucial in modern science and technology since it meets the
increasing demands of high speed/capacity of flat electro-
magnetic (EM) and optical devices. Anisotropic metasurfaces,
subwavelength-spaced linearly birefringent phase-shifters, have
attracted much attention due to their superior capabilities of EM
wavefront control under different polarizations.1−10 Unfortu-
nately, these metasurfaces with structural anisotropy and
parametric variations (propagation phase) only work under
two orthogonal linear polarization (LP) states, which poses
severe limitations on practical applications. Recently, Panchar-
atnam−Berry (PB) metasurfaces based on the geometric phase
have been utilized to realize helicity- or wavelength-multiplexed
metalenses and holograms under left-handed and right-handed
circularly polarized (LCP and RCP) waves.11−22 Although
desired functionalities can be realized based on the incident/
detected combination of LCP/RCP waves, the functionalities
under LCP and RCPwaves are essentially locked together due to

the opposite phase profile flipping as the spin state of incident
waves. Such a monotonic functionality poses great limitations
and hinders practical applications.16,17 Therefore, the previous
helicity multiplexing approach still cannot accomplish the task of
independent wave control at two orthogonal states of circularly
polarized (CP)waves, and encoding simultaneously two types of
geometric phase profiles onto the metasurface may complicate
the design.
Most recently, complete phase and polarization control was

achieved by combining both the geometric and propagation
phases23−25 (termed the hybrid method hereafter). Therein, the
independent wave control can be engineered at arbitrary
orthogonal states of polarization even including at two elliptical
waves in the optical region. Such a strategy affords an
unprecedented degree of freedom in modulating the wavefront
of EM waves. However, the ideal phase decoupling between any
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two orthogonal polarization states is challenging due to the
strong polarization cross-talk of available meta-atoms in
practice. This is especially true for the rectangular-patch and
pillar meta-atom (discussed below) realized at microwave
frequencies using normal low-index substrates, where the LP
cross-talk is very considerable. We find such an LP cross-talk
contributes to the distortions of CP phases and thus sacrifices
the efficiency of the resultant spin-dependent multiplexing
devices. Otherwise, a dual parametric scanning process over two
structural variations along orthogonal LP directions is necessary,
which prohibitively enhances the computation volume (ex-
ponential growth) and complicates the design. Up to now,
engineering extremely low LP cross-talk to realize completely
spin-decoupled dual distinct CP functionalities in the micro-
wave region is rarely reported.
In this study, we advance the hybrid method in a general case

by considering cross-talk commonly available in practice and
propose a method for a completely spin-decoupled dual-phase
metasurface with a distortion-free CP phase profile and then
report for the first time high-efficiency wavefront control under
two orthogonal spin states at microwave frequencies. The
utilized meta-atoms feature extremely low LP cross-talk, which
guarantees high-efficiency and precise CP operation. As a proof
of concept, we experimentally realize two bifunctional
metadevices: one simultaneously possessing distinct function-
alities of beam bending and focusing, and the other capable of
generating multiple highly directive beams and a diffraction-free
Bessel beam, respectively, for the two spin states. As an
illustration of application, two irregular phase patterns are
merged into dual completely decoupled helicity channels from
the perspective of stealth and information entropy. Our

approach represents a simpler but highly efficient strategy to
achieve real spin-driven flat multifunctional metadevices,
complementary to previous propagation-phase-based polar-
ization switchable devices.1−10

■ RESULTS
Fundamentals and Theory for Completely Decoupled

Helicity Modulation. Cross-talk is a long-held but very tricky
topic, especially in the closely spaced highly integrated channels
where unshielded electromagnetic signals interfere with each
other. Phase cross-talk at two arbitrary orthogonal LP waves is
very universal and strongly undesirable in bifunctional
birefringent spatial wave modulation. The common feature of
a meta-atom exhibiting low LP cross-talk is that the structural
variations along one polarization do not alter the phase response
at the other. Without losing generality, for an arbitrary
anisotropic metasurface under the Cartesian coordinate system,
we need eight variables (ξex

lx(σ), ξex
ly(σ), ξey

lx(σ), and ξey
ly(σ); σ = x

or y denotes the gradient directions) to fully describe (design)
the two-dimensional (2D) phase gradients under two
orthogonal structure orientations and polarizations.
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Here, ex and ey represent the linear polarization states and lx and
ly refer to parametric variations along the x and y directions,
respectively. φex

lx and φex
ly describe the acquired propagation

Figure 1. Conceptual illustration of design processes and independent wavefront control using our spin-decoupled metasurface. (a) Three types of
phases (left panel) to design our metasurfaces consisting of spatially rotated and structurally varied conceptual meta-atoms with arbitrary irregular
inclusions (right panel). Here, ⟨φx|φy⟩ = 0 represents the ideal case with no LP cross-talk. (b) Illustration of two completely different wavefronts, i.e., an
oblique planar wavefront and a focusing wavefront. (c) Theoretically calculated phase distortions δ1 and δ2 toφ1 andφ2 caused by LP cross-talk δex

ly and
δey
lx typically exhibited in conventional meta-atoms made of metallic rectangular-patch or elliptical-pillar patterns on a dielectric-spaced metal ground.
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phases through x- and y-oriented structural variations under x
polarization, whereas φey

lx and φey
ly represent the imposed

propagation phases under y polarization. For ideal anisotropic
metasurfaces without LP cross-talk, φex

ly and φey
lx should remain a

constant, and thus ξex
ly(σ) = ξey

lx(σ) = 0. However, cross-talk
always exists andφex

ly andφey
lx cannot be constant in practice. Such

an effect imparts phase distortions to the φex
lx and φey

ly through
additional perturbation phases δex

ly and δey
lx, which are functions of

φex
ly and φey

lx, respectively, and a measure of LP cross-talk. In the
following, we show that such an LP phase cross-talk counter-
intuitively contributes to the distortion of the CP phase profile.
The spin-decoupled design starts from a general case at an

arbitrary polarization state, where the output components are
related to the input ones through Jones matrix; see Supporting
Information. By adopting the specific dual CP phases of φ1(x, y)
and φ2(x, y) for distinct bifunctionalities in this work, the Jones
matrix can be immediately derived as
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On the other hand, any symmetric and unitary Jones matrix can
be described as a function of its eigenvalue φx and φy and
orientation angle of the meta-atom Φ:23,24
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sin
sin
cos Here, φx and φy are propagation

phases under CP wave excitation corresponding to aforemen-
tioned φex

lx and φey
ly in the LP case without cross-talk, and Φ is

related to half of the geometric phase. By substituting eq 3 into
eq 2 and a projection of φ1(x, y) and φ2(x, y), we can derive
individually φx, φy, and Φ shown in Figure 1a to engineer
arbitrary CP wavefront control. Therefore, the spin-decoupled
design typically consists of three steps, as conceptually depicted
in Figure 1a. First, one needs to design φ1(x, y) and φ2(x, y)
according to two predefined distinct functionalities shown in
Figure 1b; then one can calculate φx, φy, and Φ; finally one can
design a set of meta-atoms with spatially varied structures (lx
and ly) and orientations to form a metasurface (see left panel in
Figure 1a). A CAD (computer-aided design) is established
which can automatically implement all the above procedures
through program codes in a commercial software. However, LP
cross-talk is inevitable in practice, and therefore eq 3 should be
rewritten as

Figure 2. Characterization of the designed anisotropic dual-layered meta-atom with low LP cross-talk. (a) Topology of the meta-atoms using
composite cross bar and cross loop. The right panel shows the current distributions on the top metallic patterns with (top) and without (bottom) the
cross loop at 9.9 GHz. (b) Reflection spectra of the meta-atom as a function of ly under y polarization at different frequencies of 9, 9.5, 10, and 10.5
GHz. Reflection (c) magnitude and (d) phase of the meta-atom in a 2D color map versus frequency and ly. (e) FDTD-simulated LP cross-talk
measured by δey

lx = φey
lx(lxmin)− φey

lx(lxmax) for the previous rectangular-patch or elliptical-pillar (blue color) and proposed meta-atoms (red color) when
lx varies from 0.5 to 3.45 mm while keeping other parameters constant. Here, the meta-atoms with rectangular-patch and elliptical-pillar metallic
patterns on backed metallic ground manifest similar LP cross-talk issues. The residual geometrical parameters are px = py = 9.5 mm, rx = ry = 8.1 mm, d1
= d2 = 0.5 mm, and w = 1 mm. In (b), lx = 2 mm, while in (e) ly = 3.45 mm.
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By combining eqs 2 and 4 the effect of LP cross-talk on the dual
distorted phasesφ1′(x, y) andφ2′(x, y) can be precisely evaluated.
Moreover, it is evident that the phase distortions at CP states are
proportional to the LP cross-talk measured by δex

ly and δey
lx . Figure

1c shows how the perturbations δex
ly and δey

lx induced by the LP
cross-talk feed back into the distortions of the ideal CP phases
φ1(x, y) and φ2(x, y). As can be seen, the φ1′(x, y) and φ2′(x, y)
obtained by the theory is highly related to the variations of δex

ly

and δey
lx in the range of 60−180°, which a typical rectangular-

patch meta-atom commonly exhibits (see Figure 2e). The phase
tolerances measured by δ1(x, y) = | φ′(x, y) − φ(x, y)| and δ2(x,
y) = | φ2′(x, y)− φ2(x, y)| vary between 0.1° and 137.9° and 0.6°
and 178.9°. Such a level of phase distortion surely degrades
significantly the resultant device’s performance, such as low
efficiency due to the emerging of undesired modes.26 The above
link established between the distortion of the CP phase profile
and LP cross-talk affords us a guideline for precise dual-phase
CP wavefront control. Therein, we can utilize the δex

ly and δey
lx

obtained from full-wave finite-difference time domain (FDTD)
calculations of a series of specific meta-atoms to evaluate the
distortion of CP phases in practice. In what follows, we briefly
introduce a procedure to design a type of meta-atom featuring
extremely low LP cross-talk, which is particularly crucial for
precisely realizing high-performance distinct bifunctionalities at
two spin states.
Meta-Atom and Metasurface Design. To both achieve

the large propagation phase cover and suppress the LP cross-
talk, the meta-atom should exhibit multiple resonant modes
while also a meandered fringe to avoid strong parallel capacitive
coupling between adjacent elements. The designed basic
building block is shown in Figure 2a. It consists of dual-layered
identical composite metallic resonators and a back metallic
ground plate. The interlayer coupling between the dual metallic
patterns forms a Fabry−Perot resonance and thus enhances the
phase accumulation. Two F4B dielectric boards each with εr =
2.65, h = 2.5mm and a loss tangent of 0.001 are inserted between
the resonators and the metallic square ground. Each composite
resonator is specifically designed to contain both an inner cross
patch and an external cross loop. These two structures exhibit at
least two resonancemodes, as evidenced by the two obvious dips
in the reflection spectrum shown in Figure 2c. Notice that the
couplings between different layers may split the two resonances
into multiple modes at higher frequencies. Such a multiresonant
behavior provides a great degree of freedom to engineer the
phase slope and broaden the bandwidth. The key to avoid the LP
cross-talk is to set the working frequency between the
resonances of the dual or multiple operation modes, benefiting
from the less-sensitive phase variation and the screening effect of
the external loop, which enables the excited EM fields to bemore
strongly localized to the vicinities of the cross; see the right panel
shown in Figure 2a. The physical insight for the screening effect
is that y-directed currents along the edge of the x-oriented bar

and loop are reversed and counteract the effect of lx variation,
giving rise to the lx-immune φy.
As shown in Figure 2b−d, the reflection magnitude of each

meta-atom reaches near-unity (|r| > 0.97), while the reflection
phase achieves a full 360° phase variation when ly varies within
0.5−3.45 mm. Most importantly, our meta-atom exhibits an
extremely low LP cross-talk with δex

ly or δey
lx varying within 13.9−

65° in the entire observed band of 9.5−11.5 GHz, which is in
sharp contrast to 78−220° of the conventional rectangular-
patch meta-atom, as shown in Figure 2e. This is especially
evident at the target frequency of 10.5 GHz, where the LP cross-
talk (15°) is an order of magnitude lower than that of
rectangular-patch or elliptical-pillar meta-atoms (217°). Such a
level of LP cross-talk only contributes to 7.5° distortion of φ1(x,
y) and φ2(x, y), enabling a completely spin-decoupled feature
and thus precise engineering of both the CP and LP phase
profile. Moreover, it is important to note that the bandwidth
with LP cross-talk less than 50° reaches 1.9 GHz. Here, the
thickness of the dielectric board is selected as h = 2.5 mm by
taking a trade-off between the LP cross-talk, vertical profile, and
the full phase cover. This is because the cross-talk slightly
degrades, while in contrast the phase cover enhances as h
increases; see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information.
Given the merit of extremely low LP cross-talk of our meta-

atom, the design of metasurfaces imposed by different combined
phase profiles can be largely simplified. Therein, we only need
one single parametric scanning of ly to obtain the φ ∼ ly (the
same with φ∼ lx due to the 4-fold rotational symmetry) relation
shown in Figure 2b by keeping lx = 2mm (ly = 2) constant. Then,
the required 2D phase distributions φx(x, y), φy(x, y) and
metasurface layout can be exactly realized through a solution-
finding algorithm according to φ ∼ ly (φ ∼ lx). Otherwise,
severe CP phase distortions will be induced by the
aforementioned LP cross-talk when employing above process
for design.
We next focus on the design of two metasurfaces manifesting

distinct wavefronts. Both metadevices are designed to operate at
f 0 = 10.5 GHz, and each consists of 27 × 27 anisotropic
subwavelength meta-atoms, occupying a total size of D × D =
256.5 × 256.5 mm2. The first metasurface (metadevice I) is
designed to exhibit two functionalities: a linear phase profile for
an oblique planar wavefront (anomalous reflection27−35) at the
LCP stateφ1(x, y) = ξy, with ξ = 2π/L = 0.5k0 (L = 57mm being
the super periodicity), and a spherical phase profile for focusing

at the RCP state, with φ = + + −π
λ

x y x y F F( , ) ( )2
2 2 2 2

(with F = 153.9 mm being the focal length and λ the working
wavelength). The secondmetasurface (metadevice II) generates
a diffraction-free Bessel beam36−41 for an incident LCP wave,

with φ φ= = +π
λ

−( )( )x y x y( , ) sin tan R
F1 Axicon

1 2 2 2 (F =

153.9 mm being the long depth of focus and R half of the
axicon aperture), a highly directive quad pencil beam at (φ = 0°,
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90°, 180°, 270°; θ = 45°) for an incident RCPwave withφ2(x, y)
= φQuad‑beam synthesized based on an alternating projection
method (APM); see Figure S4a in the Supporting Information
for the phase and APM details.
Anomalous Reflection and Focusing.We first character-

ize the anomalous reflection behavior of the metadevice I under
LCP wave illumination. With the inputting linear and spherical
phase profiles (Figure 1c), the final phases φx, φy, and Φ
depicted in Figure 3a can be derived to map out the metadevice
layout with spatially varying lx and ly and the orientation angles
(see Figure S2a in the Supporting Information for more pixel-
level details). Figure 3b depicts the theoretically calculated,
FDTD-simulated and experimentally measured far-field scatter-
ing power intensity P(θr, λ) normalized to its maximum. As is
shown, all results agree well, illustrating an obvious beam
bending effect with reflection angle θr decreasing from 33.6° at
9.5 GHz to 24.9° at 12.5 GHz. Most importantly, the reflection
beams contain only the desired anomalous mode with
diffractions to the “wrong” channels fully suppressed. Such a
pure-mode operation gives rise to the near 100% efficiency
(defined as the ratio between anomalously reflected and totally
reflected power) across a broadband spectrum (∼97.4/95.7 in
simulation/measurement) shown in Figure 3d, which is highly
superior to available microwave metasurfaces launched by LP or
CP waves. The absolute efficiency regarding the cross-

polarization components (defined as the ratio between
anomalously reflected power and total incident power) still
reaches ∼90.7%; see Figure S2b in the Supporting Information.
This superior performance can be attributed to two factors:
dispersionless PB phase and meta-atoms with low LP cross-talk.
The high-efficiency anomalous reflection can be further
inspected from the measured scattering patterns at 10.5 and
11.5 GHz shown in Figure 3c, where the FDTD simulations
again match very well with the experimental data.
We next move to the other functionality of our metadevice at

the RCP wave. Figure 3e displays the measured Re(ERCP)
distributions of the reflected beam on yz planes (top panel) and
along the focal lines (bottom panel) at 10.5 and 11.5 GHz,
showing clearly that the incoming plane wave has been
converged to a point near F = 150 mm. As expected, the field
distribution Re(ERCP) along the focal lines reaches a maximum
at the expected focal points in the above two particular cases
studied. The simulated/measured focal-spot size characterized
by the half power beamwidth (HPBW) is obtained as 21/23mm
at 10 GHz and 19/20mm at 11.5 GHz, which is very close to the
theoretical limitation of 19.5 and 17mm determined by aperture
size and focal length. Finally, we show in Figure 3f the simulated
and measured maximum E-field amplitude spectra at the focal
point to quantitatively evaluate the working bandwidth. As
expected, the E-field intensity is almost at its maximum around

Figure 3.Characterization of the helicity-controlled bifunctional metadevice I in the (b−d) LCP and (e, f) RCP channel. (a) Calculated φx, φy, andΦ
based on two input phase profiles shown in Figure 1c and the zoom-in-view photograph of the fabricated prototype. (b) Theoretical (blue stars) and
FDTD-simulated and measured (circles) 2D contour of the far-field scattering power intensity P(θr, f) versus reflection angle/frequency) and (c) far-
field scattering patterns on the yz plane at 10.5 and 11.5 GHz under plane LCP wave stimulation. (d) FDTD-simulated and measured efficiency
calculated as the ratio between anomalously reflected power and the totally reflected power by integrating the scattered-field intensity within−90° < θr
< 90° in steps of 1° (simulation) and 3° (measurement). (e) Measured Re(ERCP) field distributions (top panel) on the yz plane and (bottom panel)
along the focal lines at z = 151/152 and 158/160 mm (simulation/measurement) at 10.5 and 11.5 GHz in steps of 2 and 8 mm. (f) Maximum E-field
amplitude spectra at the focal point. Here, all fields are normalized against the peak value in the distributions.
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the target frequency f 0 = 10.5 GHz, indicating the best focusing
performance. However, the focusing performance deteriorates
as frequencies go beyond the target one since the phase profile
no longer strictly follows the required dispersive spherical phase
φ2(x, y). The working bandwidth measured by the HPBW is
about 2.2 GHz (9.4−11.6GHz), within which slight fluctuations
of maximum E-field intensity are observed with shallow dips
induced by the amplitude fluctuations of the meta-atoms at
different frequencies. The working efficiency, defined as the ratio
between the powers carried by the focal spot and the incident
beam, is obtained in the range of 90.2−92.7%. The slight
deviation between the measured and designed values can be
attributed to the tolerances inherent in sample fabrication and
measurements, especially for the imperfect nonplanar incoming
wavefront. More detailed information on how to identify the
focal spot and the focusing behavior on the xz plane and at other
frequencies can be found in Figure S3 in the Supporting
Information.

Quad-Beam and Bessel Beam Generation. In this
subsection, we will further demonstrate the possible applications
of our metasurface by numerically and experimentally
investigating the performance of bifunctional metadevice II.
Using the same method as metadevice I, φx, φy, and Φ (bottom
row of Figure 4a) of metadevice II can be derived from two CP
phase profiles of φ1(x, y) = φBessel‑beam and φ2(x, y) = φQuad‑beam
(top row) to map out the metadevice layout (Figure 4a and
Figure S4b in the Supporting Information). Figure 4b shows
snapshots of 3D far-field radiation patterns at four representative
frequencies when metadevice II is fed by a LCP horn antenna
placed at F = 153.9 mm. Four quasi-symmetric highly directive
pencil beams are clearly observed in all cases studied, coinciding
well the theoretically calculated patterns shown in Figure S3a.
The physics for the quad-beam emissions lies in the efficiently
formed four spots with highly localized fields, as confirmed by
the measured field map shown in Figure 4c. As depicted in
Figure 4d, the simulated/measured HBPW of a typical beam is
calculated as∼9/10.5° and the backlobes are significantly lower,

Figure 4.Characterization of the helicity-controlled bifunctional metadevice II in (b−e) LCP and (f, g) RCP channels at 10.5 GHz. (a) Calculated φx,
φy, and Φ (bottom row) based on two CP phase profiles of φ1(x, y) = φBessel‑beam and φ2(x, y) = φQuad‑beam (top row) and zoom-in-view fabricated
prototype. (b) FDTD-simulated snapshots of the 3D far-field radiation patterns. (c)Measured near-field distribution and (d) 2D radiation patterns on
the xz plane. (e) Measured gain and aperture efficiency. In (b)−(e), the results are achieved by feeding the metasurface with a small LCP horn. (f)
Comparison of simulated and measured field intensity along the propagating direction (z axis) at x = 0 mm. (g) FDTD-calculated field intensity at
various xz planes of z = 50, 100, and 150 mm away from the metadevice. The insets to (f) and (g) depict the measured and simulated field-intensity on
the xz plane (y = 0mm), respectively. In (f) and (g), the results are obtained by normally shining themetasurface with a plane RCPwave. All fields have
been normalized against their peak value.
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below −20/−15 dB, at most elevation angles. As shown in
Figure 4e, the peak gain and aperture efficiency are measured as
24.2 dB and 26% at 10.5 GHz, and the working bandwidth
measured by ±1 dB gain variation reaches 1.8 GHz (17%). The
slightly asymmetric patterns with small intensity deviations
observed among the four beams at different frequencies are
partially originated from the slightly asymmetric phase profile
φ2(x, y) = φQuad‑beam optimized based on APM and are partially
attributable to the asymmetric patterns of the utilized feed
source.
Finally, we evaluate the performance of nondiffracting axicon

lenses triggered by a normally incident plane RCP wave. Figure
4f compares the simulated and measured field intensities along
the propagation direction (z axis) at x = 0 mm, while Figure 4g
presents the FDTD-calculated field intensity on three xz planes
of z = 50, 100, and 150 mm away from the metadevice. The
insets depict the measured and FDTD-simulated field intensity
distributions, where a reasonable consistency is observed. As
shown in Figure 4f, the energy is mainly confined around the
optical axis and propagates along the axis over a considerable
distance (approximate to 100 mm measured by 3 dB energy
attenuation) without diffraction. The beamwidths for the Bessel
beams are about 14 mm at its half power decay and remain
almost constant as frequency varies, as shown by Figure 4g,
where good Bessel-like profiles of electric fields with first zero are
clearly observed. More information about the interpretation of

the data and results on other planes and at other frequencies can
be found in Figures S5 and S6 in the Supporting Information.

Versatile Scattering Patterns for Different Applica-
tions.Our completely decoupled hybrid strategy can find many
other interesting applications, which will be briefly introduced in
this section. In previous discussions, we have successfully
demonstrated the potential applications of our proposal in a
regular manner, where the phase distributions are all gradually
changed. Here, we verify that our strategy can be also efficiently
adopted in a more general scenario, where abrupt phase changes
or even irregular phase distributions are required. The basic
purpose targeted here is to generate two versatile diffusive
scattering patterns for monostatic/bistatic radar cross section
(RCS) reduction42 or multichannel communications and
multitarget radars in terms of information entropy43 under
two orthogonal CP channels by taking advantage of completely
spin-decoupled feature.
Two design examples are given by merging two of three

different irregular phase patterns φ1, φ2, and φ3 shown in Figure
5a and b: the hybrid random-spherical and the hybrid uniform-
spherical phased metasurfaces each composed of 27 × 27 meta-
atoms. Therein, the phase in the random case has a completely
global stochastic profile in the range 0−360°, whereas in the
latter two cases it contains a local uniform or spherical profile in
9 × 9 meta-atoms of a subarray, while additional global profile
φ0(ξ) = 2πξ/2

σ (σ = 1, 2, 3, ... is the bit and ξ describes different

Figure 5. Illustration of possible applications by examining versatile scattering patterns imposed on two spin-decoupled helicity channels of our (a, c)
hybrid random-spherical and (b, d) hybrid uniform-spherical phased metasurfaces composed of 27 × 27 meta-atoms. (a, b) Calculated φx, φy, andΦ
(bottom row) based on two CP phase profiles (top row) and corresponding metasurface layouts. (c, d) FDTD-calculated RCS reduction spectrum at
the normal and maximum direction (top row) and far-field scattering patterns (bottom row) at 10.5 GHz under LCP and RCP channels. Here, the
phase in the random case has a completely stochastic global profile in the range of 0−360°, whereas in the latter two cases it exhibits a local uniform or
spherical profile for each subarray of 9 × 9 meta-atoms, while additional global profile for 3 × 3 subarrays through arbitrary digital sequences. In the
current design, all utilized global sequences are [2, 3, 2; 1, 1, 0; 0, 2, 0], with 0, 1, 2, and 3 corresponding to 00, 01, 10, and 11 states of a typical 2-bit
coding and phases of 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°.
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states) for 3 × 3 subarrays through arbitrary digital σ-bit
sequences. Taking a 2-bit design in the current work for example,
the global profile is 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270° at four digital states
of ξ = 0 (00), 1 (01), 2 (10), and 3 (11). Here, the focal length of
the spherical subarray is designed as F = 12 mm such that the

spherical phase φ = + + −π
λ

x y x y F F( , ) ( )2 2 2 2 covers a

full 2π, and all global sequences utilized are [2, 3, 2; 1, 1, 0; 0, 2,
0].
The performances of both hybrid random-spherical and

uniform-spherical phased metasurfaces are numerically charac-
terized through FDTD calculations by illuminating them with a
normally incident plane CP wave. As shown in Figure 5c and d,
the copolarized components exhibit almost the same back-
scattering behavior with the peak intensity occurring at the
normal under LCP and RCP channels. This is quite physical
because they do not carry any PB phase information and thus are
unable to see the desired phase profile. The copolarized RCS
reduction is obtained due to the significantly suppressed
scattering intensity of each pixel, which alters as orientations
and structures vary. However, the case is completely different for
the cross-polarized components which are strongly insensitive to
the individually imposed phase patterns. For example, the digital
spherical-phase profile always manifests a desirable diffusive
pattern with extremely low peak and backscattered RCS (more
than −15.7 dB relative to the RCS of the same-sized metallic
ground) across the entire band. In contrast, the digital uniform-
phase profile exhibits strong scatterings at a certain direction
with a peak value of−6.7 dB. Although the random-phase profile
here achieves a desirable diffusion behavior, it is optimized and
does not always hold. The almost identical scattering feature of
the two metasurfaces under the RCP channel further verifies the
complete decoupling of the dual-channel CP phases. Besides the
RCS reduction for stealth applications, the large physical
entropy determined by the innumerable scattering beams of
the far-field patterns enhances considerably the information
capacity. As a consequence, the dual decoupled channels with
individually imposed phase patterns are very beneficial for radar,
imaging, and communications from the perspective of
information Shannon entropy.

■ DISCUSSION

To sum up, we have demonstrated independent wavefront
control that can be individually modulated by imposing both the
geometric and propagation phases of inhomogeneous and
anisotropic metasurfaces. By utilizing the meta-atoms with low
LP cross-talk, CP multifunctionalities and extreme wavefront
controls can be merged into a single flat device with high
working efficiency. For verification, two bifunctional metade-
vices with a thin thickness of λ/6 have been designed, and
numerically and experimentally characterized. Both devices
exhibit desirable wavefront control and elegant performances
with a high efficiency over 90%. It should be strongly mentioned
that the LP cross-talk cannot be an issue if we utilize the 2D
phase relation φ ≈ (lx, ly) subjected to double parametric
scanning of lx and ly. However, this prohibitively enhances the
computation volume (exponential growth) and complicates the
design; for example, a typical 80-step single parametric scanning
will lead to 6400 calculations for a double scanning. This is even
impossible for the design of a large array with broad phase cover.
Moreover, there may be even no such solution that
simultaneously fulfills φx and φy at certain position. Therefore,
the double-scanning approach is only applicable from a

theoretical perspective and thus is beyond the scope of this
work. Our method can also be applied to designing more
complex wavefronts and functionalities by superimposing
several different phase profiles13,14,44−48 in each helicity channel,
facilitating helicity-multiplexed multifunctional metadevices.
Moreover, it is also readily extended to optical frequencies by
using a single-layered composite metallic pattern based on
electron beam lithography and also to a transmissive scheme by
replacing the background with an identical metallic pattern; see
Figure S7 in the Supporting Information. Our finding opens an
avenue for complex CP wavefront control with high integrity
and fidelity and low cost.

■ METHODS

Numerical Characterizations. All numerical designs and
characterizations are performed through FDTD simulations
based on a commercial software package. Specifically, the
reflection amplitudes/phases are obtained by studying a single
meta-atom with periodic conditions imposed at its four
boundaries and a Floquet port assigned at a distance of 15
mm away from the xy-plane where the meta-atom is placed. In
the far-field and near-field calculations, we characterized the
entire metasurfaces each consisting of 27 × 27 meta-atoms, with
open boundary conditions set at its four boundaries in the xy-
plane. In all cases, the metasurface/meta-atom is illuminated by
normally incident LCP and RCP plane waves.

Fabrications and Experiments. The dual-layer metallic
patterns of each metadevice are fabricated on two dielectric
boards using a printed-circuit-board (PCB) technique. They are
aligned with each other through several embedded vias,
assembled together through adhesives, and finally reinforced
through a hot press. The experimental near-field or far-field
characterizations of all samples are performed in a microwave
anechoic chamber using an angle-resolved experimental setup;
see Figure S8 in the Supporting Information. In anomalous-
reflection measurements, two CP horns, exhibiting a voltage
standing wave ratio less than 2.5 and an axial ratio less than 3.5
dB within 6−18 GHz, are adopted as the receiver and
transmitter and placed 1 m away from the sample. The receiving
CP horn, which was aligned with the metasurface, rotated freely
and recorded the signal scattered within −90° < θr < 90°. In
radiation pattern measurements, the metasurface was fed by a
small CP horn at the focal point, and both of them were fixed on
a big foam, which can be rotated freely along the foam’s axial
center. The receiving CP horn was placed 10 m away to record
the far-field signals. In near-field measurements, the metasurface
and launched CP horn were fixed with a distance of 0.8 m to
guarantee a plane wave excitation, where the spot size of the
emitted beam is obtained larger than two-thirds of the sample
aperture at the sample plane. A 15 mm-long monopole antenna
was placed between them and fixed to a 2D electronic step
motor that can move automatically in a maximum area of 0.6 m
× 0.6 m with a step resolution of 8 mm. The measured LCP and

RCP components can be calculated as = −E E iE( )x yLCP
1
2

and = +E E iE( )x yLCP
1
2

, by incorporating both measured Ex

and Ey fields through a monopole. In the near-field character-
izations, the required reflected wave components are obtained
by purposely deducting the fields recorded in free space
(without metasurface) from the total signal fields measured
when the metasurface is available.
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